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Bolivar remained at Bogota at the last j “ Thè fish below swam to and fro,
Received, Natchez, January 21, 1802, of > Jackson more than any one else, if there was
E. Green one hundred and twenty dollars on no foundation for the rumor? “ Tis con dates. Neither the papers nor letters that ! Attack’d from every quarter ;
PUBLISHED-Br
science makes cowards of us all !” It has we have seen make any allusion to the war “ Why sure,” tho’r. they, “ the devils’ to pay”
acc. of the within Note.
’Mongst folks above the water.”
made many a bold pirate and robber, un that was threatened with Peru.
Jn. HUTCHINGS.
JAMES K. REMICTI,
Received, Natchez, Jan. 19th, 1802, of daunted in their career of murder and rob
As tile tide ebbed a#ay, the dolphins, in
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
Abijah Hunt three hundred dollars on act. bery, tremble in the confessional ; and, by
all their movements, began to drag more or
FROM PERU.
their very eagerness to anticipate and des
of the within Note.
Letters have been received at Baltimore, less heavily through the mud, and it became
troy suspicion, betray their guilt! But Gen. dated at Lima, June 24, enclosing a copy of a advisable, to find if possible some more ex
Jn. HUTCHINGS,
POLITICAL
Jackson
goes
on
to
remark
further
:
“
Should
Attorney in fact for Andrew Jackson.
decree of the Peruvian Congress, passed peditious mo'de of destroying them. Along
you hear that treasonable intentions have June 11, by which the importation of all for I knife, it was found, plunged in the direction
GEN. JACKSON’S NEGRO TRADING.
come
to
my
knowledge,
and
that
1
have
been
From the Louisville ( Ky.) Reporter.
eign articles, before that time paying an im of the great blood vessel, soon exhausted
From the Fort Gibson ^Miss.} Cor'respohdent.
silent, believe them not.” I I Here, again, the port duty of 90 per cent, is prohibited, and ¡the fountain of its purple stream, and so
COMING
OUT.
;
In order to show that some things may be
guilt betrays itself. He “ feared an officer also the importation of all kinds of wine, j great were the torrents of blood thus shed,
forgotten, or wilfully deni,ed, as well as oth
We are gratified to learn that the real ■in everv bnsh.” It appears, then, that the raisins, flour, butter and esculents of every ■ that the water for 60 rods was of a deep tri.mers, even by a candidate for the Presidency id bargain, intrigue and management” of ;fact of being aware of treasonable intentions, denomination. The act is
’ to take effect on I son colour.—But all of them were nob so’easof the United States, we publish from the the hist Presidential election will shortly be jand concealing his knowledge, was imputed articles
from Europe in 10 months, and on j ily to be despatched. One young man who
originals in the hand-writing of General An laid before the public. It is well known 1to him at that time, and is no new thing! those from
America in 8 months from the ¡had long been engaged unsuccessfully with
drew Jackson himself, the following docu that the office of Secretary of State was dis- !Such is the powerful defence of the Nash date of its promulgation, which was June 13. i one of the largest sized dolphins, at length
ments.
tinctly held out as a bait, nr, in plainer ■ville committee, which convicts its hero out Among the articles referred to as paying the • got him entangled in a strong rope and as he
'The charge of“ negro trading” was made terms, was offered to Henry Clay by James <of his own mouth !
90 percent duty, are brandy*soap, clothing, I was partly swimming, and partly dragging
sometime since against Gen. Jackson, by a Buchanan on the part of /Xndrèw Jacksoy, in
boots, shoes, powder, sugar, tobacco, coarse- I himself through tire mud, lie dexterously
gentlemen of Tennessee. This was denied the presence of Robert P. Letcher. The
cloth, tanned leather, saddles, cabinet furni I coiled if round a tall cedar, v/hich held him
GENERAL
JACKSON.
by Jackson through his organ the Nashville prompt reply of Henry Clay told Mr. Buch
fast. Another, imitating the example of
Repeated ins tances of the profanity of this ture, &c.
Republican, and echoed bv all his trumpeters anan that he had mistaken his man—that
Capt. Curtis, ‘prang upon the back of his
individual
have
been
related
on
the
best
au

antogénìst, and with the design of strangling
throughout tbe Union. He alleged that he Henry Clay would not understand him—and
The
expressions
he
used
to
the
was only security to the amount of the small consequently would consider it an insult, if thority.
Extract
of
a
letter
to
the
editor
of
the
Balti

him,' ran his fist into his spiracle, or breath
’
Sum of $10,059
for the purchase of Ne obliged to understand him as manifestly in venerable Governor Shelby, as related by more Gazette,from a correspondent, dated hole, which is situated on the back, and just
groes by young men, who had no responsibil tended—and there the matter ended.
at the base of the skull ; but he had scarcely
jthe son of the latter, touching the Indian
LIMA, JUNE 23.
ity of their own. And in that denial he
got it well planted there, before a blast from
But it appears from the following state Treaty for effecting which they were joint
are too gross to be re
“The National Constituent Congress of the lungs of the monster, ejected it so sud
makes a violent and causeless attack upon ment, with a responsible name to it, that commissioners,
*
Dr. Gideon Humphrey, of Phila Peru has wound up its long session, leaving a denly and forcibly, that he believed until he
the President and Cashier of the Nashville there were Other members from Kentucky peated.
]
has recently published the substance commission of its members to watch over had looked twice to assure himself to the
Bank for exposing his Bank of Check Book who were not quite so slow at taking a hint, delphia,
'
of
an
original
letter in his possession, written the government until the contemplated contrary, that his fist had actually flown off
which had remained among the rubbish of nor so unwilling to be parties,, to an intrigue
the office for many years, and in which proof and a bargain. The business was all arrang by Andrew Jackson in 1815 to the late Major; meeting of the first constitutional assembly. the handle : he lost his presence of mind,
was contained of the truth of the charge.— ed. Elect Jackson and Col. R. M. Johnson Enoch Humphrey of the U. S. Army, just The last act of its session was one of prohi and fell into the water, which . was but four
The admission of the General that he was will be made Secretary of War. and you, after Congress had passed the act reducing bition of all articles of American industry. or five feet deep, however, and this enabled
security In that purchase would have been Mr. - ---- ■, (a gentleman who had a vote to the standing army from 12,000 to 6,000 men. The act will speak for itself—it bears the him to raise his own spiracle above the sur
considered enough to sustain the charge ;— give) may get the vacated seat in_ the Sen In this letter General Jackson says in direct stamp of that stupid hostility which is the face of the water, so that he experienced no
but at the same time there was a feeble at ate ! Truly, Kentucky would have been terms, “ the government ought to be damn first passion in the breasts of these barbari other inconvenience from the accident, but
tempt at evasion, and a gross attack on hon well provided for, if her representatives ed
< —! Instead of reducing the army in a Re ans towards all civilized nations, their peo getting a thorough wetting. Before sunset,
orable gentlemen in Nashville.
would have consented to go for the hero— public like this, it ought to be increased ten ple, and their-productions. 'The Lima fac all the fish were dispatched. It was truly a.
These negroes were not sold by any firm,. Mr. Clay Secretary of State, Col. Johnson fold.” He also ridicules the idea of depending tion ruleslthe Republic, and it is composed of day of blood and carnage, and it is remarka
on the militia. Profanity even in the excite the most ignorant and pusillanimous of all ble that not a single individual was injured.
but by Andrew Jackson himself, and alone. Secretary of War, &c. 8cc.
of conversation is low and disgusting. the public men in the State—all the minis
This fish, is said to be a species of the Dol
■We have long understood that these and
To the Public.—The public have wit ment
other negroes," now in this county in the nessed the progress of a controversy which When deliberately committed to writing it tens who have been in place since the disas phin, called by naturalists, Deljlhmus Globtrous revolution, or rather rebellion, of the iceps, 'The late S. E gales probably drove
hands of different persons, were bought and has been going on between Major Mpore betrays an habitual and settled depravity.
26th January oflast year, are the most justly them into these moorings, which proved any
sold in this county, by Gen. Jackson, and on and myself for several weeks past. They
his own individual account. One of the have seen him attempt to turn a political
Disunion.—The Hon. John Rowan of contemptible tools that, in any age or coun thing but hospitable to those tenants oi the
number mentioned in the Bills of Sale, is difference into a violent personal quarrel, Kentucky having denied the expression of try, can have been ever employed for such deep. It is thought that about 75 barrels oi
now in possession of Gen. H. in this town.
and to direct their attention from a calm and sentiments favorable to a separation of the important purposes—and the President, oil might be made from them,whfth 79J to
These documents were found by Mr. B. sober investigation of his copduct, as a pub-, States, in the event of Mr. Adams’ re-elec though a brave and honest man, has not the 1000 dollars. One of the polplims had a
Hughes, one of the Executors of the late lie man, to the tissues of ribaldry and abuse tion, the editor’ of the Louisville Focus has slightest pretensions to the qualifications of harpoon in his carcase, which appeared to
Abraham Green of this county, among let which he has thrown out against me. '1 he produced the certificates of three respecta a statesman—he allows the rest of the cabin have been there a; great length of time.; | 1 he
ters from and other papers in the hand-wri character of the controversy is certainly very ble citizens, who in June last heard Mr. et to work out their salvation, like a club of law of the chase was that every one should
ting of Gen. Jackson ; and have been and can unpleasant, and some of my friends are of Rowan publickly say, that it was his opin black-legs, by intrigues, conspiracies, and as have what he could kill, or catch and secure.
Bos. Pat.
be examined by gentlemen of either political opinion I ought to take no further notice of ion, or he would not be surprised-, if Mr, Ad sassinations. The brave and amiable Sucre-,
the President of Bolivia, has, it is rumored,
party.
his writings, but treat them as the produc ams was re-elected, that the next Congress just
fallen a victim to their machinations—
An Impostor; The Methodist' Minister
It is necessary to state that the account tions of a self-degraded man. It must how would be the last.” Mr. Rowan is a leader
and notes and receipts for payments, are on ever be recollected that, although as simple of the Jackson party. The parting advice of and, though not at all a big personage myself, trustees, and class leaders of Rochester,
the same piece of paper. '1 he account is Thos. P. Moore, he is the veriest Jackdaw Washington to his beloved country is not, we I feel that I too stand in the way of the have advertised a yOung man by the name
of Vmzi'W. Curtis, a pretended Minister of
stated and at the foot of it is the note or ac- that ever strutted in borrowed feathers, yet hope., so soon to be forgotten in the devotion knife.”
the Methodist Episcopal Church, as an im
knowldgement of the debt, and
ana promise to
io 1 as the representative of a respectable dis of a party to its idol. The elevation of ?ny
postor. He has recently been tried by the
FROM BRAZIL.
pay, and on the back of the paper are the | trjct jn the Congress of the U. States, and man to the Presidency is dust in the balance,
compared with the maintenance of the Union
receipts.
I, 
----1 more especially as the Frank-master Gen
Arrivals at New York and Baltimore fur Quarterly Conference, on the following
Bos. Fat.
There is also a duplicate in Gen. Jackson s ■ ,eral of the Jackson party, he is à man of some of the States
nish Rio Janeiro papers to the 23d of August charges, viz : Disorderly Conduct, Speaking
hand-writing.
The accounts relative to the negotiations for Evil of Ministers, Sowing Discord among
consequence.
In one of his letters he mentions a debt
His libel, number second, against me, ap
Mr. Speaker Stevenson has denied the peace between Brazil and Buenos Ayres are Brethren, Lying. There were fourteen spe
due him from Mr. McCaied of this county, ,peared on the eve of the Lincoln court, language attributed to him by Mr. Sloane, somewhat contradictory, but it seems most cifications, on all of which he has been found
to whom he sold negroes, and of his need of which I am now attending^as the first did as appears by his letter to the editor of probable that the peace had not yet been guilty. It moreover appears that for a num
money to relieve himself from the pressure on
( the Saturday before the last election. I the Richmond Whig. The two gentle concluded.—The New YoYk Gazette ac ber of years he has been disgracing an as
of his debt in Nashville Bank.
, cannot neglect my professional duties to give men are now at issue. We are disposed to knowledges having received papers to Aug. sumed ministerial character. After several
seductions and adulteries in Ohio, he fled
that reply which"it merits, but will certainly believe Mr. Sloane’s assertion rather than 23, and says,
Know all men bv 'These Presents that I devote to it the first leisure moment. In Mr. Stevenson’s.
“ The paper of the 22d states, that a treaty from thence, leaving his victims and thenon
welcome offspring unprovided for. The
Andrew Jackson of the county of Davidson the mean time I request my friends to be
But we have also by means of Mr. Ward, of peace had been concluded by the commis’and State of Tennessee have and by these assured that 1 can prove all I have hereto of Shrewsbury, evidence of a conversation sioners, which was. said to be favoiable to last information, left him engaged in preach
presents doth bargain sell and deliver unto fore stated in relation to Maj. Moore—and held by Mr. Stevenson, relative to the New-, both nations ; and that the British packet ing in Steuben county.—Com. Adv.
Abraham Green of the county of Pickering that neither denials nor equivocations will York electoral law which conversation Mr. would shortly sail with the ratified treaty,
Vermont.“—The government of this State,
Two Negro weaman, 1 b it Bettey about avail him.
S. has, unless our recollection wholly deceives for Buenos Ayres. It was also reported that
thirty-five years of age and Hannah her
The public is further informed that I have us, since denied. We have thus Mr. Ward, Paula Barbosa, a captain of the engineers, pursuant to its constitution and laws, was du
Daughter about fifteen years of age which come to the knowledge of an additional fact, stating, that Mr. S. had said what Mr. S. de was to be sent with the official intelligence ly organized at the seat of government on
are sound and healthy and in and for the which, while it goes to explain the cause, nies he did say, Truly the'speaker is most to London for which purpose he was to be the 9th inst.—Hon. R. B. Bates was elected
Consideration of five hundred and fifty dol manner and instrument of Major Moore’s unfortunate in his recollection, or in his provided, by the British Minister, with a fast Speaker of the House, and T. Merrill, Clerk.
lars to him in hand Paid the receipt where sudden conversion to Jacksonism, also gives mode of expression. He either does not re sailing vessel, which was to sailin a few days. After despatching some other preliminary
business, the House adjourned till the after
of is hereby acknowledged do bind myself the clue to the why and wherefore that “ this member, what he says, or else he is very un
The Mercantile Advertiser says that pa noon, when it again assembled, and the Gov
my heirs Executors and administrators to administration must be put down, although lucky in making himself understood. 'To
pers
are
received
to
the
23d
—
that
the
négo

ernor and Council appeared in its chamber.
give the most charitable construction, he
■warrant and forever defend the right title purè as the angels of Heaven.”
were continued with the Buenos The report of the canvassing committee was
and property of said Negroes to the said ‘ Shortly after Major Moore arrived at has forgotten his own language once, and it ciations
Ayrcan
commissioners
and
that
some
of
the
ffien announced, to the effect that the follow
Abraham Green his heirsand assigns forever Washington City in the winter of 1824, he is not improbable he may ¡«ave forgotten it a
encourage the belief that they would ing persons were duly elected, viz :—Samu
against the Legal claim and Demand of all was informed, and so stated the fact to be, second time. Mr. Sloane’s statement is letters
result in peace, while others express doubts el C. Crafts, Governor; Henry Olin,
ib.
and every Person legally Claiming the same. that in the event of General Jackson being probably correct
on the subject.—The latest intelligence re Lieut. Governor ; Benj. Swan, Treasurer.
In Testimony whereof i have hereunto set elected President, Colonel Richard M.
ceived at Rio from Portugal was from Paris Councillors—Myron Clark, Samuel Clark,
my hand and seal this Twenty-seventh day Johnson, of the Senate (Major Moore’s par
SOUTH AMERICA
papers of June 8.—The day on which Don Chauncey Langdon, Robert Pierpoint, Abner
ticular friend) would be appointed Secretary
of December 1809.
Miguel assumed the. crown of Portugal in Forbes, Ezra Hoyt, J. H. Harris, Geo. Wor
AN DR E W J ACKSON, [seal,]
at War. This communication was made by
FROM COLOMBIA.
his own right, was July 3. There were sus
Jn. Hutchings,
back’d before me.
Major Moore to a member of the House of Extract of a Fetterfrom Guayaquil, dated picions, however, as early as the beginning thington, John C. 'Thompson, Benj. F. Dem
ing, Ira H. Allen, Seth Wetmore.
S. LEWIS.
Representatives from Kentucky, and the
June 27,
received in Salem.
of June, that he meditated this usurpation,
5
Bos. Pat.
alluring prospect of filling the seat in the
“ War appears still very probable with and the subject excited much interest in
Know all men by these presents, that I, Senate'was held up "to the gentleman as a Peru, but the poverty of both countries af Brazil. The state of things in Portugal
Andrew Jackson of the county of Davidson, possible event, should it be thus vacated !
Pane ful Situation., At a political
fords some hope that it may be avoided. would probably excite Don Pedro to more
1 received a detail of those facts last win Want of means now alone prevents the Co sincere efforts for peace with Buenos Ayres, meeting of the 44 Friends of Jackson and Re
and State of Tennessee, have this day Bar
ter
from
a
gentleman,
not
a
member
of
gained, sold and delivered unto Abraham
form ” in Philadelphia, it was “Resolved”
lombians from invading Peru. Gen. Flores if their treaty was not already concluded.
That a window committee ofnine be appoint
Green of the county of Claiborne M ississqipi Congress. Since that time 1 am authorized is daily expected here, and he will soon
■
to
say
they
are
true.
—
This
card
is
publishTerritory one Negro woman named Kissiah,
ed to man the windows on the day of the
march to the frontiers. The forces on the
with Two children, Ruben about three years‘ ed for the express purpose of calling the at frontiers of Peru and Colombia are nearly
General and Electoral elections.”
old and a female child at the breast called tention of Major Moore .and the public m equal, but I suppose the troops of the latter
What the members of this window com
mittee are to do, it is not stated, we presume,
Elsev and in an’d for the considei ation of general to the facts here stated—and I can are much the best disciplined. As the Peru
A TRUE FISH STORY'
however, that they are to perform the duty of
six hundred and fifty dollars to me in hand not but* hope that Major Moore will, for vians are superior at sea Guayaquil will
The Free Press, Brunswick, Me. gives an blinds.
naid the receipt whereof is hereby ackno^vl- once, curb his natural propensities so tar as probably be blockaded. The Peruvian fleet
animated
account
of
an
attack
upon
a
shoal
edgedl do bind My'seifmy heirs Executors to givb a decent answer to a grave charge.
was preparing for sea at C . ilao by last ac
b
JOHN GREEN.
Black Fish, 70 or 80 in number, which
and administrators firmly by these presents
counts. If war takes place it . will not last of
Canada Road.—W7^. Allen Jr. gives no
Lincoln, Sept. 1, 1828.
to warrant and forever defeno the right title
long. One campaign wi’d s ;ttle all differen were discovered early on Monday morning tice in the Somerset Journal, at the request
and property of said Negro woman and her
ces. Wii-'.t force Goes not accomplish will the 6th inst. near Harpswell, Me. The in of Samuel Redington, Esq. one of the Com
two children abo.Ve named and described, to
the Murderer of Dickenson.—The friends be effected by bribery. There will probably habitants of that place and vicinity turned missioners for laying out the Canada Road,
the said Abraham" Green hfs heirs and as of Gen. Jackson are reduced to the necessity, be a revolution in Pern in favor of Gen. Bol out, with muskets, harpoons, axes, &c. and that the bridge over Moose River has been
signs for ever from the claims of all and ev not of proving that he is not a murderer, but ivar’s party, if' the country is invaded by had rare sport. 'They had killed several, repaired; and that Col. Black, the agent of
when a council of war was held and a more
ery person or manner of persons legally that he murdered poor Dickerson in a gen Colombians.”
scientific mode of attack was devised. This the Bingham estate, had also taken effectual
claiming the same in witness VVhereof 1 tlemanly manher; and. according to the laws
The
New
York
Mercantile
Advertiser
was to drive the flock into auarrow cove, on measures to have a good carriage road made
have hereunto set my hand and affixed my of honor. Even this state of the case, which
wnciv the
v..v tide would
„wv.v, shortly
.... through the Million Acres, as soon as practigives the following information from Co Orr’s Island, where
;<spal this 27th day of December, ibii.
ought to be enough, to show his unfit
leave
leave them
them. 'Ten or twelve boats flanked cable ; about 100 men are to work on it, it
ANDREW JACKSON, [seal.]
ness for the Presidency, they have laded in lombia.
The packet brig Athenian,-arrived yes- the squad, and the main body W off their i is to be made passable this Fall, andcbe porn
Test.—Note the words “ named 1
making out. One of the witnesses who at
retreat in the direction of the sea.—Capt.1 pleted next season.
a\ea/Z
Kessiah” in the fifth line from S
tempts to justify the General now, though -terday, sailed from Carthagcna on the 20th John Curtis, of Harpswell, caused his barge ; made amount to about ^7,500 Contracts
the Top interlined before signed.J
he condemned his conduct.at the time, thus ult. Capt. Sullivan has furnished us with to be rowed along side of one of the larges t have also been made for opening the Monson
Test,
J. Hutchings.
describes the scene of misery and desolation copies of a decree and proclamation oi Boli of
the
dolohinsJ himself
Acres.
the dolphins,
himself standing,
standing, withone
with one road fifteen miles through the Million
Bos. Fat.
created by the man who is now held up as var, dated at Bogota the 21st of August, es of
tablishing a new Constitution or form of gov foot braced on the bows of the boat, and the
the
equal
of
Washington,
and
deserving
the
JANUARY
ernment, under his Dictatorship. _ Bolivar other on the back of his antagonist. He had
17th, 1801. Abraham Green m act. with highest honors a free people can besto w.— retains the title of President and Liberator, taken this position, to make the attempt of
The brick factory and the barn and sheds
Let
the
reader
remember
that
it
is
a
friend
Andrew Jackson, Dr.
open the head of the fish ; but the attached to the Baker Tavern, in Beverly,
of Jackson who -relates this heart-rending but exercises' absolute power. The Consti- splitting
Toone Negro Wench named
boat veering in its course, placed him in the i were burnt on Monday afternoon, and the
tution,merely
establishes
the
different
offices
tale, Dr. Thomas G. Watkins. “I accom
§280
Faney
dilemma, of either falling into the water, or ,
panied his weeping wife,” (says Dr. Wat which are to administer the government, springing upon the fish’s back. He adopted Tavern was injured.
To two Negro weaman Betty
550
kins, who had recieved an express, inform viz. Secretaries for the Home, Foreign, War, the latter alternative, and the whole compa
and Hannah
ing him that Dickenson was mortally wound Treasury, Marine, and Justice departments, ny saw their gallant captain, riding off as
To Merchandize from John An
H. W., Haile, since he was successfully
ed,) “ 1 accompanied his weeping wife in aL and a chief for each of the Departments of tride, upon the back of the dolphin. A full
1518£
derson
carriage, near fifty miles that day and night,, the count! y. It is declared that the govern- quarter of a mile was he borne along by this opposed bv Gen. Hinds, at the late election
To cash Pd I aylor for maxing
to her husband, at Major Harrison’s in Ken. ment shall be thus administered until Janu- new and extraordinary mode of navigation, ; in Mississippi, has resigned his seat in Con
Coat.
tucky. I sustained her, on our arrival, as¡ ary, 18.30, when a General Congress shall be before he alighted in safety. The speed i gress. Mr. Haile 'had served but one ses
- •
^848 18 3-4 she fell lifeless on his dead corpse. Can I; called, and if the state of the country will with which the captain was carried through j sion.
’ forget the particulars of a scene like this ?”’ I permit, or it shall be deemed adviseable, the air, would have mocked the swiftness of
. Contra Credit.
No surely.! and is there a man who has ai the Dictator will renounce his extraordinary the farfamed Benjamin Franklin, or of any j Joseph Borbeau, who was formerly coach
JANUARY
heart and can forget that Andrew Jacksoni i powers, and restore the people to a free other steamer which ever floated upon the man to Gen. Montcalm and attended him
17th, 1801. By cash 400 dollars. 400 .
government.
was the author of this misery ?
with horses on the field of battle at the plains
'The promulgation of this Constitution, as water. Capt. Curtis did not, however, like , of Abraham, died near Montreal, recently,
$448 18 3-4
Arion, entertain his Dolphin, with “ harmo- |
it
is
called,
(subject,
however
to
any
modifi

Self-condemnation Z—In the letter of Gen.
I acknowledge the above ,acp’t, to be just,
or alteration that may- suit the will of nious strains” of godlike music ; he was con at the age of 90.
—-and the ballance of four hundred and forty-, Jackson to Geo. W. Campbell, embodied in i cation
stantly inflicting blows with his axe, deeply
the
recent
defence
ushered
into
the
would
by
the
Dictator)
was attended
J^at reeight dollars to be justly due this 19th day oi
It is said the Editor of a Milledgville pa
of«.
.Nashville, we observe jmcmg at the capital, and
at Cai thagena, into the monster’s blubber.
,
January, 1801, and will send the same from the white-washers g
At the basin, the remaining population of per irives as one of the reasons of the defeat
• i > ... =.
--------- .1«.. ’ -’-redon tne utfi.
I have no doubt\^eve
it ----was rformally
deenu
the Natches in all the month of December the following sentence:
the island had collected to witness this un
rejoicings ?.t
at the
but from the pains that have been taken to ’, The
t ce remmmge
the latter
.atte. p
p 1 ace, were
-- con- precedented and astonishing spectacle, and of Gen. Jackson, in Louisiana, the important
next.
¡teeatoe
it ,vUl be rumored that l\linuedtor
circumstance, that a gentleman of that State
(Signed by ‘ A Green’ and erased after
the shouts of merriment made the welkin married a daughter of Mr. Clay.
am in full march to join with Burr I
In- tfete and ball at the palace of Gen. Montillo, {ring again.
payment.)
I deed 1 vVhy should it have been rumored of! the lutendante.
Test ‘ ASHEL ONEAL.’

íUHñrtuitfs Gaiette

performance ota duty to those who are to unaccustomed; the principles of thei camp—
— ; |eft a chasm, tlirmigh which he afterwards
.fUMBE
come after us?
the only theatre of your fame ; a<*
"
.¿dressed
j entered sfieculate on those; who first emWe pul
1 have hitherto felt and expressed a deci the fears, and not the affections of the Peo> I ployed him, we will take issue with them. If
ded preference for Gen. Jackson over all ple ; commanded freemen, who acknowl
Young IV
-----P they will deny that when the nation had just
NOMINATIONS BY THE PEOPLE.
the candidates which for the last four years edged no superior hut tlie law ; and ssane
......
.. ......
.........and
. when the pri- __SATy3Ei£.T, OCT. SS.iaa/ ¡.County, b
p-nc‘ | got through
the
late war
have been presented to our choice. But a tioned by your Edicts the plunder of those | vate soldiers had been disbanded and
a.... sent
___
FOR PRESIDENT,
New -Jersey, — Fhe r e.-.u’.t of the^entS which w
variety of facts which have been lately de whose property and. right.s it was your duty i adrift to work or starve ; and when we were
Advertise
veloped, have compelled me to abandon his to protect.
JOHJ QUINCY ADAMS,
j pressed to the eat th with direct taxation, election in this Mate is truly gia:ify;n,
cause and join with the friends of Mr. Ad
“ Instead of associating your name with ! General Jackson maintained his rank for six ! the friends- of the ad inflfist rmfoh—tfle
OF MASSACHUSETTS.
»tended,3
in support of his election. It would Laws, indicative of Wisdom- and Virtue; years as Major General in the army, receivId by any
Whom Washington, in 1794., appointed ams
didates favorable to live re-election 0[
therefore
appear
due
not
only
to
myseiUbut
moulding
the
manners
of
an
infant
People;
ing during that time all the emoluments of
Minister to the Netherlands, and in 1796,
those with whom I four years united in reforming abuses wherexer found; thus that office, which amounted to something Adams have succeeded by o.-erwhclnfi^ Unty.”
Minister to Portugal, and considered the to
sentiment,
in
¿relation
to
the
Presidential
diffusing
through
every
rank,
peace,
securi

like seven or eight thousand dollars fter year, majorities.—'Fhe opposition have always ! Agreed
“ most valuable public character we had
election, to state briefly the reason which, ty, liberty, and content, and transmitting and this in time of profound peace and while claimed New-Jersey as certain'■ for Jackson if Yeung ■
abroad
Whom Jefferson, in 17-85, esteemed so first led to a preference for General Jackson, I your name to future generations, as a Bene he xvas living quietly at the Hermitage, and great exertions were made by. them ta feendly t<
¡¡he re-el
highly that he said to Mr. Gerry,—“I and those which has lately compelled me to factor of mankind : you threw the burden, and his neighbors struggling to raise the tax
congratulate your country on their pros abandon his cause and unite with the friends but not the responsibilityi of Legislation up to pay him these exorbitant sums for doing carry^heir tickets at tlie late. election, but MS, ass
of Mr. Adams.
on incompetent, nee,dy and dependent follow nothing. Deny these facts, and we say we without success.—Returns from nearly
ilctober,
pects in this young man
My preference for tire’ General preceded ers,. xvilhng to gratify pride by enlarging will take issue with you.—Deny that John
1
Who in 1803, while a member of the Senate
the Counties have been 'received, which give Congrega
the
election
of~Mr.
Adams,
over
whom
I
your
power,
and
converting
that
power,
great
rder by
of,Massachusetts, was elected to the Sen
Woods an unfortunate boy, was cruelly and majorities, as, below ;
would
have
elected
him.
Of
the
true
char

as
it
became,
into
an
engine
by
which
their
WQSÈjì II
illegally shot by General Jackson’s order ’
ate of the United States over Timothy
acter of Mr. Adams at that time I knew but prodigality was indulged, their avarice sated, and we will meet you. Deny that General i Essex.
rovo for the -Administration^ Messrs. A
Pickering ;
little,
and
the
fame
of
the
General,
of
whom
5
!
J
0
and
the
People
oppressed
Middlesex,
W/äisn
Jackson in his sentence of John Woods to!
Who, on \he 21st February, 1807, introdu
“ Instead of exhibiting in your acts moder die, incorporated into that sentence a false Somei set,
85
ced the first resolution ever presented to 1 knew still less, spread suddenly over the
I A comn
200
Congress in favor of the now established i Union. 'Uie history of his life, like the ation in the exercise of limited authority, hood, asserting that Woods had formerly Morris,
îg of one
hours told by the sun dial, were only the justice to deserve the public confidence, and deserted. Do this and we will prove that Burlington,
80 J
policy of Internal improvement ;
e
he the cr<
1.50
Who, during the Presidency of Jefferson, bright ones of the day, His temper, his wisdom to secure tranquillity and peace : for the purpose of throwing a shield around Gloucester,
• umbers c
91
was elevated by the ballots of tire Senate tyranny, and his crimes were alike unknown your Administration has displayed a contin himself, General Jackson did incorporate Cu mberland.
¡ended the
225
to thirty of the most important commit to me. He had eoinmancled at the battle of ued violation of humanity and law ; and in into the sentence of death xvhiv.h he passed
id that the
Orleans, and defeated the enemy. My feel your decisions from the bench, you have upon him, a falsehood, which he mast have Salem,
140
hjNDRJ
tees ;
Who was chairman of the Committee raised ings became suddenly enlisted in his favor, evinced an ignorance, disreputable even to a known at the time was such. Deny that Sussex—the adm. ticket elect'd mai. unk.
The Th
and
I
must
confess
it
was
long
before
I
be

soldier
by
profession.
Bergen,
on Mr. Jefferson’s Message on the Burr
General Jackson seduced his. -neighbour’s
¡-the Re1
came
convinced
that
the>6
feelings
were
in
Instead
of
presenting
in
your
/zerson
an
Hunterdon
369 for the Jackson candid
Conspiracy, and a member of all the other
favor of a man in whonr tire habitual indul instructive example of the milder virtues, xvife, and xve will meet you on that point. I ates, (the opposition claimed at least 800 mak fevout and
committees in relation thereto ;
Deny that the prime of General Jackson’s!
A comr
Whom Madfson, in 1809', commissioned gence of the worst?'passions wlrich inhabit beneficial to the rising generation, and af life xvas spent in gambling, in duelling, in | in this County.)
k appoii
' 200 “
M inister to Russia,, appointed first to ne our natuie, have so far extinguished the fording some proof of a cultivated mind ; you cock-fighting, and horse-racing, and we will Warren,
tas to th
200 “
gotiate the Treaty of Ghent, and subse- principles of virtue as to render him in my have degraded your elevated station by meet you. Deny that he was concerned in Monmouth,
F A comm
estimation totally unfit to rule over a free descending to personal abuse ; enforced Civ
E quently Minister to Great Britian. ;
the Burr Conspiracy against his country, and
The above returns give 2422 majority
'«report r
il authority against a single individual by a we will meet you. Deny that General JackWhom Monroe placed first in his Cabinet ; people.
the Administration—which will probably be A comm
I may be asked why I did not sooner aban file of soldiery.; and disclosed, on common
which selection General Jackson declared
son
is
in
favour
of
a
standing
army
in
time
jl
to prop^
don the cause of a man, of whom I now ex occasions, a hàste, intemperance, and fury,
to be the best possible ;
of peace, and we’ll head you. Deny that increased to 3009 by the returns from .Sussex »for the
press
so
unfavorable
an
opinion.
To
such
I
which
made
you
an.
object
of
momentary
W'hom The People, in 1824, elevated to
would reply that my situation in life did not dread, and left no hope oi future reformation. General Jackson while Governor of Florida, and Bergen. An intelligent gentleman in The Co
the highest station in the world ;
for only a few months,, charged us one thou
“ Instead of fumi sili ng a model of a ‘ Com sand dollars and upwards to the single arti New-Jersey, writes, “ Ido not thinfl, how k two o’3
Whose Administration, though assailed enable me to collect, through the medium of
from the beginning by an Opposition unex newspapers, and from other sources of infor monwealth,’ in which the Legislative tal cle of WINE Deny these things, and then ever, that the result of this election shows, ¡The cor
ampled for its bitterness and profligacy, mation, sufficient evidence to convince my ents of the ruler were conspicuous in the say that General Jackson is a plain econom our whole strength.. In some counties local
mind of many of the truths with which he is happiness of the People, where liberty was
¡lock, agri
has been singularly prosperous ;
ical Republican, and xve ptedge ourselves to questions were artfully blended with the |The
coir
And who, in less than four years, besides de charged before the public. Even at the protected by known and equitable Laws, prove the facts clrarged against, him, and
Presidential
question
and
made
to
operate
present
moment,
with
a
charitable
and
lib

Lt an ad
whence future Legislators might derive in then we will let the people infer who is the
fraying the expenses of government, (great
eral
feeling
towards
him,
I
would
cheerfully
against
us.
”
There
is
no
doubt
that
8
Elec

hsuoanir
structive examples in the science of Govern best republican, Adams or Jackson.”
and extravagant Ü as they are said to be
by his opponents,) and besides applying close my eyes against hiseiiormities, and be ment calling forth the admiration of strantors in favor of Adams and Rush will be The con
lieve,
if
1
could,
th>t
his
faults
have
been
Weefts have passed since we assured the
i
gers, and the applause of your country : you
Twelve Millions to works of public im
chosen
in New-Jersey, in November, by |rt resol
Lieh with
provement and national defence, has Paid greatly exaggerated. But the catalogue of have been seen, as a Legislator, enacting folks who vent their spleen in the Knoxville
more than Thirty-three Millions of the his outrages is not more appalling than I am for a City, the police regulations of a Camp ; Register, that we would never enter the from 3500 to 4000 majority.
compelled to admit the evidence against him as a Judge, interpreting laws unknown to blackguard list with them.. We in the same
The following estimate of the strength W'herea
Public Debt.
is conclusive. His attempt upon the life of to the public or framed for the occasion ; as paper and in the same article, proposed to of parties in the Legislature, is publishedin jpress hi*
Lauallier
;
the
imprisonment
of
the
Judge,
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
a Governor, assuming absolute control over discuss with them, or any body else, the
|dates for
and the banishment of the citizens of Or property, liberty, and life. The result of above propc2ition. On these subjects they the New York papers of the 18th inst.
e highest
RICHARD RUSH,
leans ; the execution of Wood ; the unfeel your efforts has been the sudden creation of have been as silent as the tomb. They never
Administration Jackson
linily and
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
ing butchery of the six militiamen ; the evil a hideous despotism in the midst of Free pretend to argue any question—but in place Council
IT
- Titions an
Whom Madison, in 1814, appointed Attor- and malevolent feeling manifested in the dom, striking terror into those around you— of argument, they ransack the vocabulary of Assembly
Ired for
cAiey General of the United States ;
murder of Dickerson, whom he shot down filling Congress with * dmazement,’and in- blackguardism, for epithets to heap-upon us.
. iteration i
W hom Monroe,in 1817, appointed Minis while standing unarmed and under circum structixe only aS it may show the destruct '1'his, to our minds, is conclusive that they
44
,
¡the diet
ter to Great Bjitian ;
stances peculiarly calculated to claim his ivetendency of military talent, when per-- are aware that they cannot sustain them
Majority 30,
Mt and i
Whom Adams, in Î825, appointed Secretary mercy ; the execution of Arbuthnot and verted or misapplied.
selves in argument on the above points.—In
And, wh
of tlie Treasury ;—and
Ambrister, in violation of the sentence of his
“ The consequences of these errors are deed we have long since known that the old ,
In Parsonsfield, in York County, we are lines hav
Who has approved himself the able and own court martial; the outrage upon the visible
in yourself and manifest in all around Hero and his “ cause was too weak to carry informed that the hardy yeomanry are, ah .. ins, and
fearless advocate of the great interests of tcelhigsof society and laws of his country in you. The
admiration with which you were them, and too heavy to be carried by them.” most to a man, in favor of thè Hero, and will ■ angine
Domestic Industry and Internal Improve his attempt to murder the Bentons at Nash received, has been succeeded by distrust.
77k? Enquirer.
vote for the Jackson Republican ticket in firming n
ment.
ville ; the unworthy manner in which he de Your .ability, magnified by the eclat attend
--T-. , «reagiti
November.”
coyed the Indian Chiefs into bis power at ant on success, has been found, upon trial, to
.Mr. Buchanan, relating his conversation
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE,
The above is extracted, from an article Mose wl
Pensacola, and the unfeeling cruelty with be purely, military ; Your failings, which with General Jackson on the 30th Decem
tai, to
SIMON NOWELL, o/-Kennebunk-fiort.
which he ordered them to be executed; many desired to extenuate, and. all were ber, 1824, makes the General declare-— under the editorial head of the Maine Pat
THOMAS FILLEBROWN, apWinthrofi. his rancorous controversy with the Spanish willing to conceal, have been brought reluc “ that if he believed his right hand then riot and State Gazette, published at Augus its whit
smind i
Governor of Florida, whom he finally arrest tantly, before the public gaze ; Florida, once knew what his left would do. upon the
stai pri
DISTRICT ELECTORS.
ed and imprisoned ; his threats at Washing the abode of security ami peace, has been subject of appointments to office, he would ta— a paper warmly enlisted on the side of establish
JOSEPH PRIME, for York District.
Jackson. Had any other town in the county
ton to enter the Senate Chamber and cut off filled, by your presence, with fiery, contend cut it off and cast it into the fire.”
‘age, m
LEVI HUBBARD,' fdr Oxford.
the ears of senators; his threat sent to the ing and malignant passions : Its citizens,
General Metcalfe states, that “ not long af- been thus noticed, we should have waited in i the n
Secretary
of
War,
to
set
fire
to
the
United
JOSEPH SOUTHWICK,for Kennebec.
once rejoicing in happiness,now enslaved by terthe meeting of Congress, Major Thomas P silence for the people to decide the truth of “honour
States’ agency house, and involve the agent your construction of their rights,, impover Moore told him, “ If Jackson is elected, Col.
E BE NEZER EARLEY, for Lincoln.
of the government, Silas Dinsmore, in its ished by taxes and goaded to insurrection, Johnson will receive the afifiointment of Sec the assertion, but as the town of Parsons- aeration
ible inhf
ELIAS THOMAS, for Cumberland.
flames, furnish collectively, to my mind,
field is the place of residence of the Hon Ru jpnblicar
JOHN MOOR,/or Amzersitf Penobscot. such conclusive—such irresistible evidence endeavor to forget that they sprung from retary of War and that the General, or
freemen ; and find their only consolation in the friends of the General, “ had given the fus McIntire, representative in Congress . rapai re<
of the ungovernable temper, malevolent feel the hope that the soil op which you tread intimation^ to the friends of Col. JohnsonE
JOHN S. KIMBALL,
from this district, and as that gentleman has IftsoZwi
j Hancvdc, cfc. ings of the man, as render him in my opinion may scon be relieved from the incumbent
We leave it to the friends of the General
unfit to be the Chief Magistrate of the weight ofrintolerable oppression. Wherever to vindicate him from this criminal inconsis openly expressed his friendship for the Ad ■ mrec<
tedaies
American people.
ministration, (if our information can be relied fai meri
you go, consternation precedes you. Your tency.— Mat. Journal.
To those who believe in a religion which temporary absence will be viewed as the
upon, and we have it from a gentleman of |nor diff
requires its professors to live holy and harm timely intermission from a raging pestilence ;
It is asserted by Mr. Buchanan, that Gen the first respectability,) and that since the Mie goo
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE.
less—to act towards all men, as they would your resignation as thè greatest good that in
have others do unto them, the present ruth dulgent Providence could send. The Con eral Jackson, on the 30th of December, 1824, September election, we deem it an act of jus ®e meai
ISAAC LANE, Esq. of Hollis,
less system of slander, falsehood and detrac gress that repealed your ordinances, abro declared, “ that if he should ever be elect tice due to our respectable representative, tfe ii promt
Dr. DANIEL ROSE, of Thomaston.
tion, unceasingly directed against hundreds gated yc-ur taxes, and exerted their power to ed President, it would be without solicita express ouf entire disbelief of the intimation leir'belo’
Ww.
FOR YORK ELECTORAL DISTRICT.
of the best and most amiable men of the na obliterate the traces of your Government, tion, and without intrigue on his part.”
Mr. James Trimble shows, “ that shortly in the Patriot. It is well known that Mr. sger ma
Elder HENRY HOBBS,of Waterborough. tion, produces a scene of turpitude seldom
and bury in obiixton thè remembrance of after it was known that Mr. Clay was not
equalled, surely never surpassed in the Un your acts, will be embalmed-in the affections
McIntire’s influence in Parsonsfield is very lotions ;
ion. It appeals to every friend of truth, for of future ages : The day which terminated one of the three from amongst whom the great, and it is idle to believe that a majority is for oi
POLITICAL
'tachmer
their temperate and unanimous opposition to your-ervii Administration, preserved in His choice was to be made,” General Call, the
a cause supported by measures so utterly tory and in Song, will be hailed as the Dawn confidential friend and agent of General of the people of that town will.so far express I! dictat
HEAR ! HEAR ! HEAR!
Jackson, wrote to Colonel Payne, informing a want oficonfidence in their worthy repre W imp
subversive of justice, and calculated to place
The following public and we presume at the head of the nation, a man who stands of Liberty in Florida : M’hile the evidence of him “ that it was necessary for the success
fetani
spontaneous recantation of a friend of Jack- charged, it must be admitted, with too much your malversation and misrule, impressed of General Jackson” that the Kentucky Rep sentative, and highly respected fellow towns
ifiesoZve
son, is calculated to put other individuals of truth, with almost every crime forbidden in upon the Records of the Land, and descending resentatives “ should be instructed to vote man as to vote directly opposite to him—nor
^entire
from age to age, shall efface the glory of a for him,” and unless that should be done, is it reasonable to suppose that Mr. McIntire
the party to thinking.
«patrio
the Decalogue.
single military achievement, and stain the “ General Jackson would not be elected.”
hat this
A FORMER SUPPORTER OF JACKSON.
will be idle at the election ; he will undoubt
GEORGE W. BROWN.
page on which it is recorded.”
VI e will thank the friends of the General edly exert his influence to promote the re ■ »decidi
U/ifonZowM, Pa. Au^. 4,1828.
We do not recollect ever to have Seen
Directing
now,
her
penetrating
glance
to
■ «wed up
to reconcile these matters.—Ibid.
more satisfactory and conclusive reasons
election of Mr. Adams, and we doubt not
you, might she not accost you, my fellow
iministr.
given for abandoning the cause of Gen. JackGeneral Jackson as a Legislator.
citizens in terms likè- these _
that his voice can effect more in that town, .»the :
son, than will be found below, in the letter
Prom the Albany Daily Advertiser.
“
Freemen
Of
America
!
What
are
the
of Mr.
GEORGE WASHING I ON
than the whole Jackson party .,hi the Statfc -|nthe'f
A writer under the signature of Henry
i
DEATH BY FIRE.
is himst
BROWN, of Union Town, Pennsylvania. has published a series of Essays, from No. 1 rocks upon which former Republics have been
---------We have to record an appalling instance put together.
stranded
?
Devotion
to
Military
Glory
—
At

, Ite his e
We defy any one to read them with an un to 9, in the National Intelligencer, shewing
of the death, by fire, of a daughter, aged
tachment
to
indix
idiials
—
too
favorable
an
es

P
ennsylvania
E
lection. —The Jackson
Ww
prejudiced mind, cool head and patriot de from the manner in which General Jackson
12, of Thomas Lee, merchant tailor of party in Pennsylvania mustered strong oh
John Q
termination, without yielding to the correct conducted the affairs of Florida while he timate oi human Virtue—lethargic indiffer; about
this
city.
About
seven
o
’
clock-on
Sunday
ness and force of the reasons assigned Dy was Governor of that country that he is al ence to the first inroad upon the rights of evening, as she was sitting in a rocking chair, the 14th ult. and according to the returns? must r
If servi
him for quitting the ranks of the Military together unfit to fill the cdfice of President person—and a proneness to overlook even m the second story of her father’s house, in received have been generally successful.
■ino goo
Chief'ain. Mr. Brown has indeed fulfilled of the U. States. Our limits will not allow us aggravated crimes when associated with pamel’s-street, and, as is supposed, asleep,
splendid
cpialities
and
personal
address.
And
'1
he
Jackson
editors
indulge
in
tlu:
most
rap

Imr goi
the obligations of duty to his country, by re to republish these valuable papers, but we
,
fell
over
the
tender
into
the
fire,
and
the
will
you
sacrifice
thus
early,
the
principles
turous joy at this result. Why ? The entire
^strati
ceding from the advocacy of the election of will give to our readers a few concluding
an individual, whose past life and deeds paragraphs from his last essay/ with which, vyhich cojiducted your sires through the per flames caught her clothes. She instantly ran vote of the state, it is well known, was given
up
stairs
into
the
third
story,
where
was
a
ils
of
the
Revolution,
and
bind
your
fortunes
have been so marked by acts of rashness, we have no doubt, they will be pleased;
girl about her own age, who- was too much to. Jackson at the last Election ; and although, <■ IMo/Vi
cruelty and tyranny.
If we can admit so extravagant a suppo to the Military Car, fated to conduct its fol alarmed to render any assistance. The suf
jte ëk
sition as that the laurelled Blgro who first lowers to war and desolation? Will yon ferer writhing in agony, convulsed, and ut from the great changes which flave taken
Udenc
decides, and then deliberates/could have lis place with suicidal hand, the civic Wreath tering the most piercing shrieks, made her place in favor of Adams, the electoral vote was[Pennsylvania Democrat.)
upon
the
brow
of
one
who
has
habitually
re

«its
tened to any other voice than that of adula
way oown stairs, and out of the front door considered as doubtful, and by a few of tflé
TO THE PUBLIC.
■ ttmabl
tion or ambition, may I be allowed, my coun sisted your will by the violation of your Law into the street. At this time she was com most sanguine friends of the administratiQn
The right secured by tlie constitution to trymen, to imagine that at the moment of or give encouragement and strength to future
‘Miste
elect a chief magistrate is one ^mongst his departure from Florida, when intoxicat usurpation by rewarding the past? Will you pletely enveloped in flames, which illumina in that State, has been said to be almost cer
«luti!
ted
the
whole
street,
and
her
piteous
cries
inflame
Ambitfoif,
at
the
expense
of
Peace
many important powers vested in the people. ed with the lauscious draught of uncontroll-!
tain for Mr. Adams, yet . it has never been
¡illeciti1
aroused
the
neighborhood.
A
gentleman
by
lavishing
on
soldiers
by
profession,
the
It is a fundamental principle of free govern ed authority he resolved to aim for the Pres
■ . • rat,t
ment, and ought at all times to be exercised idency of the U. States, Experience, with highest rewards of Civil office ? Or can you who was passing at the time, caught her in claimed by the Administration party, nor
Mom
by freemen, with a cautious and liberal sen capacious intellect, and noble mein, address--’ be so lost to the ¿strongest instinct of nature ; ms arms, an(i to his own injury, pressed her have the Jacksonites ever acknow’edgedJelecfu
as to confide the Executive Power of the to his breast, andparthUJy succeeded in stay that there existed the least doubt of its en.->
timent, due to so important an occasion. ed him in terms like these :
Ifyatch
ing
the
flames,
but
not
having
an
over
coat
Lmon
into
the
hands
ot
one
who,
adopting,
For if it be a truth that man from his very
‘‘ Your course in Florida, as a Legislator,
ilidang
tire vote being given for their candidate.,—*
nature, appears destined with the loss of his a Governor, and a Judge; has been fatal to already, the fundamental maxim of the grekt could not subdue them. As the soonest
ffle.
liberty to part with half his moral worth, your reputation and disastrous to those whom Destroyer of Roman Liberty, has put a price means of granting relief, he ran to a pumn Why they should raise such shouts of victo
Iwfe
near
by,
but
stumbled
and
fell.
Another
ry we cannot conceive, unless R be to droy.’ii
and like the unhappy degenerated Greek, or you claimed as
subjects ” Commencing upon the head ot those who will not join his
the Spaniards, of the South, rendered by sla your civil Administration, yiou mistook the party, and threatened the proscription of ail gentleman caught her up, and took her to tlm the “ still small voice” which proclaims the
very unable to enjoy the blessings of liberty .oundatron of real glory. Fame, it is true, who side with Freedom and their Country f pump, and a person happening to be there triumph of correct principles in the result of
Meai
when obtained, then indeed will the election had preceded your approach ; but it was 1 he choice is for you ; 'i'he good or evil must with a pail, the flames were quenched. The
■ kto
of a Chief Magistrate be classed among the the fame of the successful soldier gained by rest on your posterity. But be-assured that so agonized being was taken back to the house, the New-Jersey election, in which the oppo
¡¡WE ’
most important transactions in a Republic, as t.ie clangour of arms, the shrieks of the dy long as you regard the Truths of History, and the body presented a most dreadful ap- sition have been completely routed—their
ans to
tending ultimately to the prosperity and han- ing the carnage of battle, and-the tears of or the warnings of Experience, the power j' pearance. Her clothes were almost entire calculations proved false and their cause
j ISCT J
piness, or debasement and slavery of the orphans; divided by associates in arms; o command will be withheld from him who ly burnt off and the skin wasTilso all off ex
people. The historian has in vain recorded sullied by insensibility to human suffering ; has never been willing to obey, nor will you cept that on the face. Medical aid was ’ren shewn to be hopeless.
the crimes, the. folly and corruption which mistaken lor firmness, by love of conquest, elevate to supreme Executive ' authority, dered but at one o’clock that night the spir
por th
Ship Building.—But two vessels have
have led to the decline and ultimate ruin of concealed by the mask of pretended patriot any individual, whatever his merit, who has it of the unhappy victim 1- ft its wretched
I Ment
till free governments which have preceded ism ; by pride and ambition, bearing the m a single instance deprived .the humblest ano tortured abode, and winged its wav to been built at the ship-yards in this town the.
peni
7
our own, if in this enlightened age we are mask of heroic courage ; by violations of citizen of his right or knowingly transgressed heaven.
.Wpi
unable to profit by their examples. The an- naw, tor which assumed necessitv may be the Constitution of his Country.”
The mother of the girl was at the time on present season, vis. :
- archy and confusion which preceded the always urged as a convenient pretext ;
o, .
Tor.sa visit to a sick neighbor, and the father was
pf8û/li
Niup ——, by Messrs. Bourne &
downfall of every republic both ancient and and, oy injustice and cruelty, which the poor Prom the Knoxville Enquirer o f Any 10 absent from town.
|iinde
Kingsbury,
—
modern are clearly to be traced to bitter and .and unblended are doomed to experience
1828.
J
ó’
’
»New
Brig X. U. by MessrsG. & J. Lord 260
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Philadelphia, May 4, 1828.
this village.
cessfuh
'
self done* Some of them went but half head of the wagons and got in company with through
5
JAMES
B.
SHAPLEIGH.
6w—aug. 16.
This Ointment has stood the test0 e^\Vrito'
dressed, for it was early and they were but .some young companions and spent a short
rience and justly obtained an unparallelei ce
Sanford Corner, County of York, Se/it. 27.
just risen ; and, on reaching the place, they time in their company. During their social
lebrity.
It immediately removes thescaj.tr,ct j
saw her about ten minutes, while the farmer intercourse the wagons passed unperceived
gives a healthy action to the vessels o “¡awrp
was calling for his wife and younger child. by the company on their way to camp,
HE subscriber having contracted with skin, and itsoriginal colour andsmootw^fo
When his wife came forward, she did not where they arrived before the officer. On
HE lot
Bricks in the Kiln, and others
Numerous recommendations might neo
the Overseers of the Poor for the town
fall down as the others had done, but walked his arrival he immediately reported himself
in Wolcott’s Yard, (so called) are for
tained of its superior efficacy, but the
forward in the sight of the creature. But as to the General, who broke out in a violent
sale by the Subscriber, and would be deliver of Wells, for the supportof all the Paupers
soon as the Mermaid saw her she-sank in passion, accusing him of a dereliction of du ed in such quantities as may suit the Pur belonging to said town for the current year; prietor chose that a fair trial shouKi !
the water and swam away, till she was about ty, and swore he “ be darn’d f he wouldn’t chaser, at anv place within three or four he therefore hereby forbids all persons har its only commentator. It has in three01 * i C01,pH
the same distance from the land as she was have his ears cut off to-morrow if he were miles of the Yard. They will be sold low, boring or trusting any of said Paupers on his weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty yq fl
first seen at; .and the whole family, the hus found in caw/fi”’- This aneçdote is related and on a reasonable credit for Cash or other account' (excepting those persons with whom standing, that have resisted the powerc band, the wife and children, the men and by a 'Tennessean, personally acquainted with good pay.
he has made special agreements to support cry other remedy that could be devise. LjWho,
BARNABAS PALMER.
It not only at once gives 1!Timediate!e,
tews
women servants, who in all were twelve in the General, as an absolute fact. It is need
any of said Paupers) as I shall pay no bills of
Oct.
4.
Salt-Rheum,but cures Tmea Captfs
number, ran along the shore for more than less to add it has lessened the General’s
the like kind after this date.
friends
in
these
parts.
monly called SCALD HEAD) and all
half a mile, and for nearly the whole of that
JOSIAS LITTLEFIELD.
.Centreville, ( Md.) Times.
time, saw her in the sea, and sometimes her
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy c*1?1( ’’ t 'Ao,
P
B
S
a
All
persons
are
forbid
¿7®Tliere isnothihg of a mercurial
1
entire head and shoulders were quite above
FEW Shoe-makers may find employ
harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife contained in it, and it may be »se»
the water.
ment by applying to
Sir Walter Scott, it is stated began a new
There was in the sea a great stone more novel on the 1st of September. He is in
fants
and
other
under
any
circiim
v
_
of
Theodore
Buzzell,
on
account
of
the
above
D. W.'DORD & BR.
than a yard high, on which she would stand good health and spirits. The second sesies
subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con
K.
nnebunk
port,
Sept.
26,
1828.
W Sold 'wholesale and Retail by thefolloj
when first seen. She stood out of the water of “ Tales of a Grandfather” is completed.
tracting yvill be paid.
from her waist upwards. And the whole He has paid oft’ £40,000 of his debts, and
Wells, Nov. 24, 1827.
ly.
inDa?fdGriffith,Portland; p,elano&^^^l
HORSE
WAGGON.
family testify that she was exactly such an will probably pay the whole in a year or two.
SMALL ONE HORSE WAGGON,
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, J «
one, in respect of shape and size, as a young
with a canvass top, and can be used
woman would be of about eighteen- years ot
with or without the top, for sale by the Sub nd E’mrenss.XMk shoes of the Putnam & Blake, Saco, and
Why is a man whipping his wife like a
age. Her hair pretty short, and in color
t,.vfiealei'SRot a
first quality, just received and for Sale REMICH, Kennebunk.
daik. her face extremely handsome,’her drunken man ? Because he is given to scriber.—Would be sold on a credit if reby
.70X G. MOODY. *.iS:*Liberal discount to countiyoea ,
i quired.
B. PALMER,
neck and arms were as usual, her breast, lick [h]er.
May. 1828.
1 ' hiers
Kennebunk, Sept, 6.
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